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TOYOTA PROACE VERSO 

 

 Genuine MPV flexibility 

 Seating for up to nine on board 

 Three grades – Shuttle, Family and VIP – targeting both private and commercial 

users 

 Two body lengths – medium and long – offering balance of manoeuvrability and 

excellent load capacity 

 High equipment specifications, including Toyota Safety Sense active safety and 

driver assistance systems 

 Choice of 1.5 and 2.0-litre diesel powertrains with manual and automatic 

transmissions 

 

Proace Verso made its world debut at the 2016 Geneva motor show, marking Toyota’s return 

to the European large MPV market with a modern, flexible vehicle that offers a carrying capacity 

of up to nine people. 

Proace Verso is available in four versions – Shuttle, Family and VIP – with a choice of two 

body lengths. Power is from three turbodiesel engines, all with efficiency-boosting stop-start 

technology: 118bhp/88kW eight-valve 1.5-litre with six-speed manual transmission (badged 

120), available for the Shuttle version only; 148bhp/110kW 16-valve 2.0-litre with six-speed 

manual (Shuttle and Family grades, badged 150)); and 175bhp/130kW 2.0-litre with an eight-

speed automatic gearbox (Family and VIP models, badged 180). Fuel economy and emissions 

figures can be found in the technical specification tables below. 

 

High specification levels include user-friendly equipment such as rail-mounted sliding seats, 

opening rear tailgate glass, automatic sliding side doors and a multifunction roof. Proace Verso 

was awarded five stars in the Euro NCAP crash test programme and is available with Toyota 

Safety Sense advanced active safety and driver assistance features.  

 

Design and Packaging  

Proace Verso’s frontal design firmly identifies it as a modern Toyota, with its keen-edged upper 

grille that extends smoothly into the angled headlamp units and large, trapezoidal lower grille 

that emphasises the car’s width and solidity. Family and VIP grade models ride on 17-inch 

alloy wheels with contrasting silver and dark grey surfaces. 

 



 

The Medium version is 4,959mm long and its wheelbase is 3,275mm. The long version retains 

the 3.2-metre wheelbase but features an extended rear overhang to make more space for 

luggage, increasing the overall length to 5,309mm. Luggage capacity extends from 608 litres 

in the medium-length Shuttle model with all seats in place to a cavernous 1,500 litres in the 

long wheelbase VIP model, loaded to the roof (see the Technical Specifications section for 

individual model values).  

 

The dashboard design features clear, analogue dials and ergonomic switchgear. The driver 

enjoys excellent all-round visibility from the elevated, SUV-like driving position and use of a 

short-throw gear lever mounted close to the flat-bottom steering wheel. Versions equipped 

with automatic transmission have a stylish rotary gear selector positioned on the centre 

console. 

 

The cabin environment is light and spacious, qualities enhanced by the two-section 

multifunction roof available for Family and VIP models. There is a wealth of storage points 

around the cabin, including door boxes, dashboard and sliding door cubbies, and cupholders, 

with a combined capacity of 58.5 litres. 

 

Although Proace Verso was developed alongside Toyota’s Proace Van, careful attention has 

been paid to delivering the levels of quietness and refinement expected of an MPV. The 

extensive measures include generous soundproofing in strategic locations, thicker window 

glass and a multi-layer acoustic windscreen. 

 

Grade Structure and Seating Formats 

There are three grades in the Proace Verso range: Shuttle, Family and VIP. Shuttle is available 

in medium or long body sizes; Family in medium; and VIP in long. 

 

The target customer for the Shuttle is typically a self-employed person who needs the space 

and seating for business or family use. It comes with low running costs and is fitted out with 

nine seats (including driver).  The cloth-upholstered seats can be removed from the vehicle 

and have tilt and tumble functions for easy access. The driver’s seat has height-adjustment 

and lumbar support. 

 

Other standard equipment features include power windows, dark-tinted rear windows, dusk-

sensing headlights, front fog lights, cornering lights, rain-sensing windscreen wipers, 



removable seats, electrically adjustable, heated door mirrors and body colour-matched 

bumpers and door handles. The tailgate has a heater and rear wiper system. In the cabin there 

are curtain airbags, a multi-function roof and automatic (front/rear) air conditioning.  

 

The Toyota Pro-Touch seven-inch touchscreen is the hub for the vehicle’s infotainment 

system, giving clear and simple control of the eight-speaker audio with DAB tuner and satellite 

navigation system. Smartphones can be integrated using Bluetooth, with connectivity also 

available via an Aux-in socket and USB port. Vinyl seat upholstery and the Toyota Safety 

Sense package (detailed below) can be specified as options. 

 

The Family grade focuses on space, modularity and comfort for leisure users. Its eight-seat 

layout features rail-mounted, sliding and removable rear seats, with 60:40 split second and 

third rows, giving an extra dimension of flexibility and practicality. Second row passengers 

benefit from aeroplane-style seatback tables, and all six rear seats are equipped with Isofix 

child seat anchors.  

 

Additional equipment features to the Shuttle specification include a fully carpeted floor, a 

luggage cover and net, side window sunshades, an auto-dimming rear-view mirror and 

additional child mirror, 17-inch alloy wheels, rear parking sensors, keyless entry with push-

button start, , an opening tailgate window and a folding function for the door mirrors. The 

Toyota Safety Sense package is also provided as standard on the Family-spec’ models. 

 

Customers can give their Family model a comprehensive upgrade with the optional Verso 

Premium Pack, which adds equipment features, including leather seat upholstery, power-

adjustable front seats with integrated heaters and massage function, driver’s lumbar support, 

a two-section multifunction roof and nine-speaker hi-fi surround system that includes a 188W 

amplifier and a bass box located beneath the front passenger seat. 

 

The VIP is designed for use as executive transport and comes with appropriately high 

equipment specification and comfort levels. It accommodates seven, with heated seats for the 

driver and front passenger. As on the Family model, the rail-mounted second and third row 

seats can be slide-adjusted or removed altogether; the second row seats are captain-style 

and can be rotated through 180 degrees to create a more informal cabin arrangement. There 

is also an occasional rear lounge table with folding sections, again mounted on rails for easy 

adjustment. Key equipment features include welcome illumination, smart entry and start, 

xenon headlamps with washers, front passenger seat height and lumbar adjustment, rear 

parking sensors and power sliding side doors with a hands-free opening function. The doors 



can also be operated using the key fob, interior and exterior handles and buttons on the 

dashboard and inside the centre pillar. 

 

Full smartphone integration and improved navigation and connectivity functions 

Family and VIP models benefit from full smartphone integration via Android Auto and Apple 

CarPlay. The navigation system, standard on all versions, includes voice control, a WiFi 

function and access to online services, including TomTom Traffic, weather, fuel price and 

parking information.  

Powertrains 

The front-wheel drive Proace Verso is available with a choice of three powertrains featuring 

1.5 and 2.0-litre multivalve turbodiesel engines with efficient stop-and-start technology. 

 

The 118bhp/88kW 1.5-litre engine (badged 120)  and the 148bhp/110kW 2.0-litre unit (badged 

150) both use a six-speed manual gearbox. A 174bhp/130kW version of the 2.0 engine 

(badged 180) completes the UK range, matched to an eight-speed automatic transmission. 

CO2 emissions and fuel economy data for all the powertrains can be found in the technical 

specification tables below.  

 

The engines all comply with Euro 6 emissions regulations with the use of AdBlue diesel 

additive, contained in a 22.4-litre tank, easily accessed via a filler inlet set into the centre pillar. 

 

Safety 

Family and VIP versions of Proace Verso benefit from a Toyota Safety Sense package 

(optional for Shuttle grade), equipping the vehicle with active safety and driver assistance 

technologies designed to help prevent an accident happening, or mitigating the consequences 

of an impact. The package includes Pre-Collision System with pedestrian detection, Adaptive 

Cruise Control. The package also provides a head-up display, colour TFT multi-information 

display and dashboard storage. 

 

The cabin is fitted with up to eight airbags and all Proace Verso are equipped with ABS with 

brake assist and vehicle stability control.  

 

Proace Verso model range 

In the UK the Shuttle grade is available with the Medium body length and the 1.5-litre 

118bhp and 2.0-litre 148bhp engines. The Family model is offered in the Medium body 



length with either of the 2.0-litre engines. The Proace Verso VIP is offered exclusively with 

the Long body and the 174bhp version of the 2.0-litre engine. 

 

Servicing and warranty 

Proace Verso is protected by Toyota’s five-year/100,000-mile new vehicle warranty. Service 

intervals are up to two years or 25,000 miles for all models, apart from those with the 174bhp 

2.0-litre engine which require servicing annually or at every 20,000 miles.  

 

GRADE LENGTH POWERTRAIN 

Shuttle Medium 1.5D 118bhp 6MT 

Shuttle Medium 2.0D 148bhp 6MT 

Shuttle  Long 2.0D 148bhp 6MT 

Family Medium 2.0D 148bhp 6MT 

Family Medium 2.0D 174bhp 8AT 

VIP Long 2.0D 174bhp 8AT 

 

PROACE VERSO TIMELINE AND UK SALES 

 

YEAR MONTH EVENT 

2012 October Toyota announces the new Proace medium duty van, developed 

in a co-operative project with the PSA Group. 

2015 December Toyota and PSA Group announce they will co-operate on new 

LCV models, plus a new Proace Verso MPV passenger vehicle. 

2016 March Proace Verso is unveiled at the Geneva motor show. 

 April Proace Verso makes its UK debut at the Commercial Vehicle 

Show in Birmingham.  

 November Start of UK sales. Range features compact, medium and long 

body models in Shuttle, Family and VIP trim. 

2018 July The 1.6-litre diesel engine is replaced with a 1.5-litre unit. 

2020 January Smartphone integration with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto is 

added to Proace Verso’s multimedia specification. 

2021 August Compact body length is deleted from the range. 

 

Sales in UK markets in 2020: 446 

Cumulative UK sales since launch (2016): 1,894 

 

  



TOYOTA PROACE VERSO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

POWERTRAIN 

 1.5 diesel 

Type Four cylinders in line 

Displacement (cc) 1,499 

Compression ratio 16.5:1 

Bore x stroke (mm) 75 x 84.8 

Valve mechanism 8-valve DOHC 

Max. power (bhp/DIN hp/kW @ rpm) 118/120/88 @ 3,500 

Max. torque (Nm @ rpm) 300 @ 1,750 

 2.0 Diesel 

Type Four cylinders in line Four cylinders in line 

Displacement (cc) 1,997 1,997 

Compression ratio 16.7:1 16.7:1 

Bore x stroke (mm) 85.0 x 88.0 85.0 x 88.0 

Valve mechanism 16-valve DOHC 16-valve DOHC 

Max. power (bhp/DIN hp/kW @ rpm) 148/150/110 @ 4,000 174/177/130 @ 3,750 

Max. torque (Nm @ rpm) 370 @ 2,000 – 2,500 400 @ 2,000 – 2,500 

PERFORMANCE 1.5D 118bhp 2.0D 148bhp 2.0D 174bhp 

Max. speed (mph) 99 113 114 

0-62mph acceleration (sec) 12.0 13.0 8.8 

FUEL CONSUMPTION, CO2 

EMISSIONS (WLTP) & 

INSURANCE 

1.5D 118bhp 2.0D 148bhp 2.0D 174bhp 

Fuel consumption – 

combined cycle 

(mpg) 

Medium 
40.3 – 43.4 36.2 – 39.2 35.3 – 38.6 

Long n/a 36.2 – 38.6 35.3 – 37.1 

CO2 emissions – 

combined cycle 

(g/km) 

Medium Shuttle 170 Shuttle 190 

Family 188 

Family 192 

Long n/a Shuttle 192 VIP 199 

Insurance groups 20E – 24E 

 

 

 

 



TRANSMISSION 1.5D 118bhp 1.6D 148bhp  2.0D 174bhp  

Type 6MT 6MT 8AT 

Gear ratios 1st 7.47 7.54 8.21 

2nd 14.27 14.39 14.24 

3rd 23.34 23.54 22.11 

4th 33.13 33.42 30.37 

5th 41.37 41.73 36.70 

6th 50.33 50.76 45.32 

7th  - - 56.50 

8th  - - 67.33 

BRAKES  

Front Ventilated discs 

Rear Solid discs 

STEERING MEDIUM LONG 

Type Electro-hydraulic, rack and pinion 

Turning circle (m) Tyre 12.4 12.4 

Body 12.9 12.9 

SUSPENSION  

Front MacPherson-type with anti-roll bar, variable stiffness springs 

and load-adaptive shock absorbers 

Rear Wishbones with trailing arms, variable stiffness springs and 

load-adaptive shock absorbers  

DIMENSIONS MEDIUM LONG 

Overall length (mm) 4,959 5,309 

Overall width (mm) 1,920 1,920 

Overall height (mm) 1,910 1,910 

Wheelbase (mm) 3,275 3,275 

Loadspace 

length (mm) 

Shuttle 9 seats up 608 958 

Shuttle 6 seats up 1,488 1,838 

Family 8 seats up 627 N/A 

Family 5 seats up 1,497 N/A 

VIP 7 seats up N/A 958 

VIP 4 seats up  N/A 1,838 

VIP 2 seats up N/A 2,763 



Luggage 

capacity – 

loaded to top 

of 

seats/loaded 

to roof (VDA 

l) 

Shuttle 9 seats up 700/507 912/1,237 

Shuttle 6 seats up 950/1,600 2,000/2,250 

Family 8 seats up 603/798 N/A 

Family 5 seats up 1,000/1,750 N/A 

VIP 7 seats up N/A 912 

VIP 4 seats up  N/A 1,950 

 

  



TOYOTA PROACE VERSO EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 

SAFETY SHUTTLE FAMILY VIP 

ABS with brake assist    

Vehicle Stability Control    

Driver and front passenger airbags    

Hill-start Assist Control    

Cruise control and speed limiter    

Tyre pressure monitor system    

Toyota Safety Sense: including Adaptive Cruise 

Control, Pre-Collision System with pedestrian 

detection, head-up display and colour TFT 

multi-information display 

Opt   

SECURITY SHUTTLE FAMILY VIP 

Full alarm system     

INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS SHUTTLE FAMILY VIP 

Rain-sensing wipers    

Dusk-sensing headlights    

Steering wheel with integrated controls    

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE SHUTTLE FAMILY VIP 

Electric, heated door mirrors    

Power windows    

Rear parking sensors    

Air conditioning – auto front, manual rear*    

Multi-function roof* with air vents, ambient 

lighting and a/c controls 

   

Multifunction roof with twin glazed sections with 

separate sunshade curtains 

 Opt**  

Welcome lighting system    

Sunshade curtain    

Luggage cover net    

Cooled glovebox    

MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT SHUTTLE FAMILY VIP 

Toyota Pro-Touch 7in touchscreen control    

8-speaker audio system    

9-speaker JBL premium audio system  Opt  



Bluetooth    

Apple CarPlay/Android Auto smartphone 

integration 

Opt   

USB port    

Satellite navigation with voice recognition, WiFi 

connectivity and access to connected services 

   

Hi-fi surround system  Opt**  

SEATING, UPHOLSTERY AND TRIM SHUTTLE FAMILY VIP 

9 seats    

8 seats    

7 seats    

Height-adjustable driver’s seat with lumbar 

support 

   

Height-adjustable front passenger seat with 

lumbar adjustment 

 Opt**  

Power front seat adjustment  Opt**  

Heated front seats  Opt**  

Captain-style second-row seats    

Front seat massage function  Opt**  

Removable, fixed-position rear seats with tilt 

and tumble functions 

   

Removable rear seats on adjustable rail system 

with tilt function 

   

Folding lounge table on adjustable rail system    

Front seatback airline-style tables    

Dark grey cloth seat upholstery with vinyl trim    

Vinyl seat upholstery Opt   

Leather seat upholstery  Opt**  

Carpeted floor and mats    

Anodised bronze dashboard inserts    

Brushed aluminium dashboard inserts    

EXTERIOR SHUTTLE FAMILY VIP 

16in wheels with full wheel covers    

17in alloy wheels    



Body-coloured bumpers, side protection strips 

and door mirrors  

   

Body-colour door handles    

Chrome door handles    

Power side doors with sensor operation    

Dark-tinted rear windows    

Glazed tailgate with heated screen    

Opening tailgate glass    

Multifuncton roof  Opt**  

Xenon headlamps with washers    

LED daytime running lights    

Front fog lights    

Cornering lights    

OPTION PACKS SHUTTLE FAMILY VIP 

Premium Pack: leather seat upholstery, power 

adjustable heated front seats, driver’s seat 

lumbar support, seat massage function, 

multifunction roof and audio surround system 

   

**as part of the Premium Pack 
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